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Abstract—The latest tremendous growth in the Internet traffic has determined the entry into a new era of mega-datacenters, meant to deal with this explosion of data traffic. However this big data with its dynamically changing traffic patterns and flows might result in degradations of the application performance eventually affecting the network operators’ revenue. In this context there is a need for an intelligent and efficient network management system that makes the best use of the available bisection bandwidth abundance to achieve high utilization and performance. This paper proposes OFLoad, an OpenFlow-based dynamic load balancing strategy for datacenter networks that enables the efficient use of the network resources capacity. A real experimental prototype is built and the proposed solution is compared against other solutions from the literature in terms of load-balancing. The aim of OFLoad is to enable the instant configuration of the network by making the best use of the available resources at the lowest cost and complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing reliance on streaming mobile video from anywhere at anytime started causing new behaviour patterns in the network traffic and changes in the traffic mix. Cisco reports that the video-based traffic (TV, video on demand, Internet and P2P) will reach 80%-90% of the global consumer traffic by 2019 [1]. As mobile video becomes the dominant traffic type it also causes extraordinary changes in the network traffic patterns that in turn shape how data traffic is consumed from the Enterprise datacenters. Focusing on data communication aspects only, one of the leading cloud datacenter equipment vendors reports [2] that 75% of the total traffic present in a contemporary datacenter does not exit the datacenter. This ratio is expected to persist - if not increase - as a side-effect of trends such as the increasing number and scale of new services and end user demands. All these elevate the criticality of the in-datacenter network infrastructure, calling - among others - for agile, per-tenant isolated and Service Level Agreement (SLA) - abiding control-plane functionality. Aligned with this trend, this paper focuses on proposing new traffic management techniques targeting specific classes of datacenter network traffic, showing through real experimentation their value in maintaining a well-balanced, hot-spot free and low-latency datacenter network.

Following a bijective treatment of traffic engineering in the datacenter, literature classifies traffic flows as either short-lived (low-volume) - referred to as mice flows - or long-lived (high-volume) flows - referred to as elephant flows as seen in Fig. 1. For example, the mice flows could be represented by query traffic (e.g., a mobile device could ping the datacenter for a small amount of data, such as Google Search, Facebook updates, etc.) whereas the elephant flows could be represented by video traffic data (e.g., a mobile device requesting a Youtube stream).

The study in [3] on real datacenter traffic reported that less than 10% of the entire flow population is classified as elephant. However, the elephant flow set was found to carry more than 80% of the cumulative traffic volume exchanged within the datacenter. The latter finding motivated intensive research labour spent on deriving methods for dedicated treatment of elephant flows, while leaving mice flows to be handled by baseline, load-unaware traffic management methods. However, as the mice flows represent 90% of the flow population [3], they could have a significant impact when considered on ensemble, rather than individually. For instance, space and time correlation of trains of mice flows can be amplified, as distributed data-intensive applications scale further out in
a cloud datacenter; these applications (e.g. MapReduce [4],
web search, NoSQL databases) exhibit group communication
patterns (one-to-many, many-to-one) even for short-lived com-
munication (e.g. data block lookup or heartbeat messages),
which in turn can lead to concentration of mice flows to a
specific destination rack. In fact, the non-uniform distribution
of active flows to switch ports is reported in [5]. In summary,
higher volume "flows" can be created due to temporal and
spatial (same destination rack) correlation of ensembles of
mice flows; and while these flows qualify for being treated
as elephant flows, they will still get uncaught by previously
proposed elephant flow management methods due to their
inherent inability to treat flow aggregations. Equally, using
load-unaware traffic management solutions (e.g. local random
hashing) to spread the mice flows equally among multiple
paths is far from optimal, as some of the links might be already
loaded. This could lead to waste of bandwidth, congestion on
some links, and degradation of application performance due
to increased latency [6]. Moreover, as most of the datacenter
bandwidth is consumed by elephant flows, they could cause
latency and service disruption for mice flows without an
intelligent traffic engineering solution in place.

Motivated by the above, this paper proposes OFLoad, an
OpenFlow-based dynamic load balancing scheme for
datacenter networks that achieves optimal path configuration
and workload-optimization of the datacenter traffic. To better
handle the impact of the many-to-one traffic patterns within a
datacenter network, we propose a two-stage design framework
for load-balancing. First stage copes with the elephant flow
placement by defining the problem of minimizing the network
congestion under the constraint to route the elephant flow
traffic in a single path, minimum hop manner. The second
stage makes use of an adaptive aggregator that aggregates
the traffic of the mice flows and routes them in a weighted
multi-path manner, keeping the same path for a certain flow at
any given time. The problem is defined as a multi-commodity
flow problem aiming at minimizing the network congestion
under the constraint of minimum hops and minimum number
of paths allocated. The load-balancing is achieved by defining
a new multiplicative weighted multi-path routing algorithm
which heavily impacts the already loaded paths by allocating
them a lower weight value, thus less traffic will be routed
through the loaded paths. An experimental prototype is built
to validate the use of the OpenFlow-based technology and the
benefits of the proposed OFLoad solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II discusses the related works and Section III presents
the problem statement and the design of the proposed OFLoad
solution. Section IV covers the experimental evaluation of
OFLoad highlighting its benefits and finally the conclusions
and future works are covered in Section V.

II. SCOPE AND RELATED WORKS

To provide increased flexibility, resilience, and bisection
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the elephant flows is done at the edge switch by introducing a threshold for the transferred bytes. The authors use static multi-path routing and the microflow path is randomly selected according to a pre-computed probability distribution. Similarly, Hedera [18], another OpenFlow-based flow management solution aims to maximize the bisection bandwidth with minimal scheduler overhead or impact on active flows. Initially, all flows are assumed to be mice flows and the default switch behavior is to forward the flows on equal-cost paths, similar to ECMP. When elephant flows are detected at the edge switches, Hedera uses placement algorithms to compute and allocate good paths for them. Mahout [19] detects the elephant flows and the central controller routes the elephant flows only on the best available paths (the least congested). The mice flows are routed using static load-balancing scheme (e.g., ECMP) without sending them to the controller.

Hercules [20] represents an integrated control framework which combines four controllers into one framework: (1) SPAIN [21] and (2) HBR [22] - multi-pathing controllers which pre-install a set of VLANs to be used for multi-pathing and distribute active flows over them, the distribution decision is dependent on the current traffic conditions; (3) QoS controller [23] - automatically slices the network resources to meet QoS requirements of multiple tenants, computes the resource provisioning based on the flow’s QoS requirements and current link traffic load, makes use of priority tags and rate limits; (4) Mahout controller - for detection and distribution of elephant flows to avoid flow collisions, complete knowledge of incoming traffic is assumed.

Other traffic engineering solutions have been proposed in the literature that focus on load balancing. Long et al. [24] propose LABERIO, a load-balanced routing mechanism for OpenFlow-based datacenter networks. However, LABERIO relies on the information of traffic demand and does not differentiate between data flows. The authors assume that each single flow has the same size of 500M. FlowBender [25] is an end-host-driven load balancing scheme that changes a flow’s path selectively and only in response to congestion in the network. However, as FlowBender does not have a global view of the network, when congestion is detected, it randomly reroutes the flow on a new path which might as well be congested. Another approach that moves the network load balancing functionality out of the datacenter network hardware into the software-based edge host was proposed by He et al. in [26] and is referred to as Presto. Presto performs sub-flow load balancing by breaking the flows into equal size chunks of 64KB units of data named flowcells routed in a round-robin manner among the available paths. However, splitting the flows at the switch for load balancing could result in instability and low throughput as well as out of order packet delivery. Niagara [27] is another traffic-splitting solution for commodity switches which offers similar performance to MicroTe [28]. A promising distributed congestion-aware load balancing solution is proposed in [29], [30] and referred to as Expeditus. Expeditus is targeted at general 3-tier Clos topologies and conveys load balancing to network edge using local congestion monitoring.

In our previous work, we proposed MiceTrap [31], an OpenFlow-based traffic engineering approach that employs mice flow aggregation together with a weighted routing algorithm to spread the traffic across multiple paths and achieve load-balancing. However, even though MiceTrap achieves good load-balancing, the weighted routing algorithm is using an additive function when computing the path weights and does not consider the impact of the number of hops on path.

A. Motivational Example

Researchers have put important efforts in understanding network traffic flow characteristics for various applications. Several classification schemes have been proposed in the literature that differentiate the flows based on: size (mice and elephant flows), duration (dragonfly and tortoise), or rate (cheetahs and snails). To differentiate between each type of flows within these classes, thresholds are defined. However the values of these thresholds differ in the literature. For example in the case of differentiation between mice and elephant flows, several values for the threshold have been proposed, including: 100MB [8], 10MB [5], or 100KB [19] [20] [32]. Farrington et al. in [33] define a mouse flow as a flow with rate < 15Mb/s. Nevil et al. in [34] look at the duration of the flows and classify the flows as: very short dragonflies, lasting up to 2s; short flows lasting up to 15min.; and long running tortoises, lasting more than 15min. The authors state that only 2% of the flows last longer than 15min. and carry more than 50% of the total bytes, whereas 45% of the flows last less than 2s. Lan et al. [32] classify the flows based on their rate, such as cheetahs flows with rate > 100KB/s and snakes flows with rate < 100KB/s. The authors state that more than 70% of the cheetahs flows have a size that is less than 10KB.

Moreover, Wu et al. in [5] state that 80% of the flows have inter-arrival time between 400us and 40ms and their duration is less than 10s, whereas 20% of flows last longer than 10s. They also noticed that within one second interval at one edge switch the number of active flows is between 1000 and 2000 and the flows are not uniformly distributed on each link, causing high utilization on some links. Thus, large flows will coexist with many small flows as the authors state that 90% of the mice flows have duration overlap with one or more large flows. All these observations, motivate us to state that although the elephant flows are responsible for carrying the major proportion of bytes within the network, a large number of mice flows could be sufficient to create significant loss in the elephant traffic throughput, when considered as an aggregate.

For example, considering the case of a many-to-one traffic pattern, where multiple synchronized servers send data to the same receiver in parallel, it is feasible to assume that the mice flows are not independent and that for the same destination Top-of-Rack (ToR), there are a certain number of mice flows arriving near one to each other within a certain time interval. Moreover, let us assume a mouse flow size of 100KB, as most of the previous works do, and a mean mouse flow duration of 2s (based on [34] where the authors state that 2% of the flows last longer than 15min, 45% of the flows last less than 2s, and the rest of 53% is between 2s and 15min). Thus, the mouse flow rate would be 0.40Mbps. Furthermore, considering that there are 2000 active mice flows at a ToR switch, that
means that the average rate of the aggregate mice flows would be around 800Mbps. Even if we consider 1000 active mice flows at a ToR switch their aggregated rate would be around 400Mbps. If we take a smaller mean mouse flow duration, the numbers increase even more. In either case it is obvious that when considered as an aggregate the mice flows could have an important impact. Consequently, using ECMP to spread the amount of mice flows equally among the paths is far from optimal, as some of the links might be already loaded. This could lead to waste of bandwidth, unbalanced link utilization leading to hot-spot links, critical degradation of the application performance and latency [6]. In this context, applying traffic engineering solutions on 10% of the flows (the elephant flows) in a datacenter only, may not be very effective [3].

B. Contributions

In the context of previous work, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- OFLoad is proposed, an OpenFlow-based two-stage design framework for data center networks that handles the aggregated mice flow traffic and achieves load-balancing;
- a new multiplicative weighted multi-path routing algorithm is proposed based on the link utilization and the number of hops within a path to route the aggregated mice flow traffic;
- a real experimental prototype is built to validate the benefits of the OpenFlow mice flow aggregation and the performance of the proposed solution is analyzed and compared with ECMP and MiceTrap in terms of load-balancing.

III. LOAD BALANCING PROBLEM FORMULATION AND OFLOAD PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

This section defines the general communication datacenter network model, formulates the load-balancing problem addressed and describes the proposed OFLoad architecture.

Figure 2 illustrates the concept behind the proposed OFLoad solution, which addresses the load-balancing problem in a datacenter network. This load-balancing problem is formulated as a two-stage problem. In the first stage the elephant flows are routed on the path with the minimum number of hops and the minimum link utilization in single-path manner. The mice flows are routed as per default switch behavior, defined as wildcarded rules and ECMP routing. The aim is to reduce the network congestion. In the second stage, an adaptive aggregator is used to group the mice flows into bundles which are then spread across multiple weighted paths, maintaining the same path for a certain flow at any given time. The goal is to make use of multi-path weighted routing to reduce the network congestion considering the minimum number of paths and hops on paths, the weighted cost of each path and the exiting path load/number of existing flows on the path.

A. OFLoad Architecture

The architecture of OFLoad, the proposed OpenFlow-based load balancing solution is illustrated in Figure 3. The architecture includes the end-host, which integrates an elephant flow detection/marking mechanism, the custom OpenFlow-based switch with support for OpenFlow v1.3, and the custom OpenFlow controller that manages the two-stages of the OFLoad load-balancing, as already described. These three components are described in more details next.

1) The End-Host - Elephant Marking Mechanism:

The problem of differentiating between mice flows and elephant flows has already been well researched and various solutions are available, as elaborated in the previous section. In general the elephant detection and marking mechanism can be integrated at the end-host by using a kernel-level shim layer, similar to the approach introduced in [18]. The mechanism makes use of a shim layer integrated in the end-host that monitors TCP socket buffers. Given a predefined rate
threshold, the shim layer identifies and marks the flow as an elephant flow (e.g. by using the Differentiated Services (DS) field in the IPv4 header), when the number of bytes in the buffer exceeds the threshold over a given time window. As soon as a flow is tagged as an elephant flow, it is sent to the controller and is handled by the Elephant Flow Routing module (see Figure 3) which will select the best routing path for that particular flow.

2) OpenFlow-based Switch:
The OpenFlow-based switch is a custom switch with support for OpenFlow v1.3. OpenFlow v1.3 adds support for multipath routing, by using the group tables along with the flow tables. For example, when a switch receives a packet from a flow and if there is no matching in the forwarding table, the switch will forward the packet to the controller. The controller decides the way the packet will be forwarded and sends the rule to the switch. The switch will then use this rule for the following packets of the same flow. Multipath routing is enabled by adding the ability to a flow to point to a group. Each group is composed of a set of group action buckets, and each group bucket contains a set of actions to be applied to matching flows. Each bucket contains a weight field which defines the buckets share of the traffic processed by the group.

In the first stage the mice flows are wildcarded, while the elephant flows are routed in a single-path manner. Thus, the elephant flows will have a switch forwarding table entry that will map the flow to the minimum hop path. In the second stage, to efficiently use the bisection bandwidth, all the incoming mice flows that match the flow-entry destination ToR are pointed to a group. The group table contains the action buckets with each bucket corresponding to a possible path the aggregated mice flow may take to reach its destination. However, the packets belonging to the same flow will follow the same path at any given moment, avoiding the possibility of the packet re-ordering problem.

3) OpenFlow-based Controller:
The OpenFlow-based Controller consists of the following blocks: (1) Topology block - stores information about all the links currently up in the network. The topology discovery is done by generating link events using the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) packets; (2) Network Monitoring block - keeps track of the links load by periodically collecting load information from the switch ports counter; (3) Elephant Flow Routing block - computes the path for the elephant flows. (4) Mice Flow Aggregator block - aggregates the mice flows based on the same destination ToR. (5) Mice Flow Routing block computes the multiple paths the mice flows could take to reach the destination. (6) Set of Rules and Path Installation block - sends the computed paths and rules to the switch; (7) Network Map block - stores a map of the network.

As we have seen in the previous section, traffic engineering and monitoring in data center networks has been well researched. Benson et al. [28] show that a significant fraction of the data center traffic is predictable on short time-scales of 1 or 2 seconds. Moreover, the authors argue that for 70% of the ToR pairs the traffic remains stable for an average of 1.5 to 2.5 seconds. Thus, the Network Monitoring block could collect updates every one second. Based on the averaged information received, the routing components will compute the set of paths and rules to be installed into the OpenFlow switches. The minimum re-computation interval could be set to 1 second [28]. Moreover, the aggregator component will group the most popular flows that match the same flow-entry destination ToR by using the short-term history, such as the last two polling messages. Additionally, the mice flow grouping reduces the control traffic overhead, as instead of having a rule for each flow the controller will send a group message installing a single rule matching the ToR destination. To further reduce the control overhead a mechanism similar to [28] could be also integrated. In this case, only one server per rack is responsible for collecting and aggregating the network statistics for the entire rack. Thus, every server in the data center collects traffic monitoring information every 0.1 seconds and sends it to the designated server every second. The designated server will update the controller only if some thresholds are reached.

B. Problem Description and Definitions

A datacenter network topology is represented by a connected graph \( G = (V,E) \) where \( V \) is the set of nodes and \( E \) represents the directed set of links/edges. Let us assume that \( N = |V| \) and \( M = |E| \). A simple path \( p \) is defined as a finite sequence of distinct nodes \( p = (v_0,v_1,...,v_n) \), such that \( \forall u \in [0,h-1],(v_u,v_{u+1}) \in E \). A commodity is represented by the pair of nodes \((i,j) \in VxV \) where node \( i \) represents the source node and node \( j \) represents the destination node of the commodity. Any given commodity has assigned a non-negative demand of \( \gamma(i,j) \), and let us assume that \( \beta \) represents the set of all commodities with positive demand such that \( \beta = \{(i,j)|i,j \in VxV; \forall \gamma(i,j) > 0\} \). If \( |\gamma| > 1 \) it means that the network has a multi-commodity flow demand.

Let \( P(i,j) \) be the set of simple directed paths from the source \( i \) to the destination \( j \) in the network, and \( \forall p \in P(i,j) \) and link \( e \in E \) there is a \( \Delta_e(p) \) that represents the probability that the link \( e \) appears multiple times along the path \( p \).

Furthermore each link \( e \in E \) has assigned a link weight \( w_e \in Z^+ \) and a link capacity \( c_e \in Z^+ \). The link weights \( w_e \) define the level of the link load with \( w_e \in [0,1] \). The higher the weight, the less loaded the link is. It is considered that the OpenFlow-based Controller has an image of the entire network stored in the Network Map block so that the link state of each node in the network is collected from the OpenFlow-based switch ports counters. For example, the link load could be reported by polling the respective switch port using standard OpenFlow mechanisms.

Definition 1. Given a network topology \( G(V,E) \), a path flow is defined as a real valued function \( f : P \rightarrow R^+ \cup \{0\} \) that satisfies the following properties:

- Capacity Constraints: \( \forall e \in E, \sum_{p \in P} \Delta_e(p)f(p) \leq c_e \)
- Flow Demand: \( \forall (i,j) \in VxV, \sum_{p \in P(i,j)} f(p) = \gamma(i,j) \)

Definition 2. Given a network topology \( G(V,E) \) and a path flow \( f : P \rightarrow R^+ \cup \{0\} \), a link flow of a commodity \((i,j) \in VxV \) is defined as a real valued function \( f_e : P \rightarrow R^+ \cup \{0\} \), that satisfies the following: \( \forall e \in E, f_e^{(i,j)} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{p \in P} \Delta_e(p)f(p) \) where \( f_e^{(i,j)} \in VxV \).

\( f_e \)
Definition 3. Given a network topology $G(V, E)$ and a link flow $f_e$, the link congestion factor is defined as $f_e/c_e$.

Definition 4. Given a network topology $G(V, E)$ and a link flow $f_e$, the network congestion factor is defined as the maximum link congestion factor value within the network such as: $\max_{e \in E} \{f_e/c_e\}$. The network congestion factor is used to provide information about the network congestion within the network and the aim is to minimize it.

Definition 5. Given a network topology $G(V, E)$, a path $p \in P_{(i,j)}$, a path weight $W(p)$ of path $p$ is defined as a multiplicative function of its containing link weights $w_e$ and the number of hops within the path $M_p$, such that $W(p) = \{\prod_{e \in p} w_e/M_p \} / \sum_{p \in P} \{\prod_{e \in p} w_e/M_p \}$, and $\sum_{p \in P} W(p) = 1$.

Definition 6. Given a network topology $G(V, E)$ and a path $p \in P_{(i,j)}$, the available capacity $C(p)$ of path $p$ is defined as the capacity of the bottleneck link, such that $C(p) = \min_{e \in E} \{c_e\}$.

Definition 7. Given a network topology $G(V, E)$, a path $p \in P_{(i,j)}$, and link $e \in E$, a link weight $w_e$ within the path $p$ is defined as a function of the link congestion factor such that: $w_e = 1 - f_e/c_e$.

The path weight is then used to distribute the aggregated mice flow traffic. The higher the path weight value the more traffic is routed through that path. It has been shown, that in case of decision making problems, the main drawback of using a simple additive weighted function is that a poor value for one parameter (e.g., heavily loaded link) could be heavily out-weighted by a very good value of another parameter [35] values. For example, in our case, considering a path with multiple hops on which several link segments present a light load but only one link is heavily loaded. If we use a simple additive function, the path weight will still get a good overall value and will determine the heavily loaded link segment on the path to become the bottleneck. However, by using a multiplicative function we overcome this problem by penalizing the alternatives with poor parameters values more heavily. Thus, the path with the heavily loaded link segment will receive a poor weight value meaning that less traffic will be routed through that path, avoiding in this way a bottleneck situation.

Considering all these aspects the two main problems of each stage are formulated in the following sections. Both stages are trying to minimize the network congestion factor subject to different conditions.

C. First Stage - Elephant Flow Placement

The first stage handles the elephant flow placement. The objective is to assign the elephant flows to the paths with minimum number of hops and minimum load such that network congestion is minimized.

1) Problem Formulation:

Given a network topology $G(V, E)$, for each link $e \in E$ with the link capacity $c_e$, we compute a link weight $w_e \in [0, 1]$, and for each commodity $(i, j) \in V \times V$ marked as an elephant flow from the source node $i$ to the destination node $j$ with a demand of $\gamma_{(i,j)}$, find the shortest path $p \in P_{(i,j)}$ for the path flow $f(p)$ that minimizes the network congestion factor and reduces the number of hops within the path, $M_p$. Thus the elephant placement problem can be formulated as follows:

minimize: $\max_{e \in E} \{f_e/c_e\}$
subject to:
$\sum_{p \in P} f(p) \leq c_e$, $\forall e \in E$
$\sum_{p \in P_{(i,j)}} f(p) = \gamma_{(i,j)}$, $\forall (i, j) \in V \times V$

2) Elephant Flow Path Selection:

After a flow is marked as an elephant flow by the end-host, the first packet of the flow arrives at the OpenFlow-based switch, which routes the packet to the Controller. At the Controller side, the Elephant Flow Routing block will compute the set of shortest paths, based on the minimum number of hops, between the source and destination of the elephant flow. The path with the lowest path utilization (e.g., minimum link congestion factor) will be selected as the target path. After the best path is computed, the Controller installs the rules into the OpenFlow switches among the path. The elephant flow is routed in a single-path manner on the best selected path, thus all the other packets appertaining to the elephant flow will follow the same route.

D. Second Stage - Mice Flow Aggregation

The second stage handles mice flow aggregation and path selection. The objective is to aggregate the mice flows and route them in a multi-path manner, by identifying a set of shortest paths such that the load of the most utilized links in the network is minimized.

1) Problem Formulation:

Given a network topology $G(V, E)$, for each link $e \in E$ with the link capacity $c_e$, we compute a link weight $w_e \in [0, 1]$, and for each commodity represented by the aggregated mice flows, $(i, j) \in V \times V$ with demand $\gamma_{(i,j)}$, and a path restriction $K_{(i,j)}$ find the shortest path set $P_{(i,j)}$ for the path flow $f(p)$ that minimizes the network congestion factor. Thus the aggregated mice flows placement problem can be formulated as follows:

minimize: $\max_{e \in E} \{f_e/c_e\}$
subject to:
$\sum_{p \in P_{(i,j)}} W(p)f(p) \leq C(p)$, $\forall p \in P_{(i,j)}$
$\sum_{p \in P_{(i,j)}} f(p) = \gamma_{(i,j)}$, $\forall (i, j) \in V \times V$

where $P_{(i,j)} \subseteq P_{(i,j)}$, the set of shortest paths such that $|P_{(i,j)}| \leq K_{(i,j)}$.

2) Adaptive Mice Aggregation and Path Selection:

Initially, the default OpenFlow switch behavior is to use wildcards and forward the flows using ECMP. When a flow is marked as an elephant flow, the Controller will install the specific rules into the switches so that the elephant flow is routed in a single-path manner. The controller collects flow-related information and statistics from the OpenFlow switches periodically by using custom OpenFlow polling messages. Based on a short-term history (e.g. last two polling messages) the Mice Flow Aggregator groups the most popular flows
that match the same flow-entry destination ToR. The Mice Flow Routing block will compute the set of shortest paths between the source and destination ToR and the weights for each specific path. To take full advantage of the datacenter network bisection bandwidth available, as well as to protect the application performance, OFLoad routes the mice flow aggregates using a weighted multi-path routing algorithm. The weights are dynamically computed using a multiplicative function as given in Definition 5. When using a multiplicative function, the links that are already loaded will be impacted more heavily by receiving a low value weight, such that less traffic is routed on those links. Once computed, the path weight is updated in the action bucket weight field of each path within a specific group. To avoid the re-ordering problem, each demand from a node \( i \) is required to route its entire flow on the same path within the group. To this end, a hash function on a packet is defined in the switch to distribute the flows across the multiple weighted paths by sending the packets appertaining to the same flow on the same path.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE, RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section describes the real life experimental prototype setup and the experimental scenarios, presents the results and performs result analysis. The aim of this section is to validate the benefits brought by the proposed OFLoad mechanism in terms of grouping and routing the mice flows within a datacenter to enable load balancing. As previously seen, most of the solutions in the literature use ECMP for mice flow routing whereas the elephant flows are routed on the shortest least congested path. Thus, the performance of OFLoad is compared against MiceTrap and ECMP, where the mice flows are routed using ECMP and the elephant flows are routed on shortest least congested path similarly to the approaches in the literature.

A. Experimental Prototype Setup

The real life experimental prototype setup is illustrated in Figure 4. It consists of four OpenFlow-based switches connected in a clique topology, three racks for hosts, and one OpenFlow-based controller.

As most of the hardware OpenFlow-based switches work with OpenFlow version 1.0 only, which does not offer support for the group option, an alternative is the use of OpenFlow-based software switches. Consequently, the OpenFlow-based switches used in this experiment are based on the OpenFlow 1.3 Software Switch (OFSofSwitch13\(^1\)) that offers support for the OpenFlow group option, integrated in OpenFlow version 1.3.

One OpenFlow-based controller that offers support for OpenFlow version 1.3 is the nox13oflib controller\(^2\), which is a compatible version of the NOX controller. Nox13oflib is based on the Niciras NOX Zaku\(^3\) controller with the OpenFlow processing library being replaced with Oflib from OpenFlow 1.3 Software Switch.

The traffic generator used to generate traffic between the hosts in the racks is iperf\(^4\), a widely used network traffic generator that can create TCP and UDP data streams between end hosts.

Tcpdump\(^5\) is used to capture all the traffic in the experimental test-bed. The traffic is captured at each port of the switches to analyse how the packets are routed within the network.

Tcptrace\(^6\) and TRace Plot Real-time\(^7\) (TRPR) are used to analyze the output files from the tcpdump packet sniffing program.

All the machines used in the experimental test-bed are running Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.2 x86 (64-bit). Each machine has two Intel Xeon Processors X5670 (2.93 Ghz, 6-core, 4 flops per cycle) for improved performance.

B. Experimental Prototype Limitations

There are some limitations imposed by the use of the OpenFlow-based software switch which might depend on the underlying hardware on which OFSoftSwitch13 is running. In this situation, everything is handled by the system CPU, and therefore the switch performance is also influenced by the CPU power. To determine the limitations imposed by the software switches a set of experiments were conducted with the following observations:
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1. OpenFlow 1.3 Software Switch (OFSofSwitch13) - https://github.com/CPqD/ofsoftswitch13
2. NOX13oflib - https://github.com/CPqD/nox13oflib
3. NOX Zaku Controller - http://www.noxrepo.org/nox
1) OFSoftSwitch13 Delay:
The delay introduced by the software switch was measured considering two topology scenarios:
- One OFSoftSwitch13 Topology - one softswitch is used between two hosts (e.g. Host A and Host B), and the controller. Host A pings Host B, and the path taken by the first packet is Host A $\rightarrow$ Softswitch $\rightarrow$ Controller $\rightarrow$ Softswitch $\rightarrow$ Host B with a latency of 1.71ms including the messages exchanged between the softswitch and the controller for path setup. After the path setup the average RTT is around 0.456ms.
- Two OFSoftSwitch13 Topology - two softswitches are used between two hosts (e.g., Host A and Host B), and the controller. Host A pings Host B, the path taken by the first packet is Host A $\rightarrow$ Softswitch1 $\rightarrow$ Controller $\rightarrow$ Softswitch1 $\rightarrow$ Softswitch2 $\rightarrow$ Host B with a latency of 4.9ms including the messages exchanged between the switches and the controller. After the path setup the average RTT is around 1.52ms.

2) OFSoftSwitch13 Bandwidth Limitation:
For testing the bandwidth limitation imposed by the softswitch two topology scenarios were considered:
- One OFSoftSwitch13 Topology - we created one path between two hosts (e.g., Host A and Host B) and generated traffic. We noticed that regardless of the number of hops between the two hosts, when using only one path the maximum achievable traffic rate is around 180Mbps.
- Multiple Paths Topology - we created multiple paths between two hosts (e.g., Host A and Host B) and generated traffic. We noticed that when more than one path is used the maximum achievable traffic rate is around 110Mbps.

C. Experimental Scenarios
To analyze the performance of the proposed OFLoad solution, we have considered the experimental prototype already described and the scenario illustrated in Figure 5, under various traffic load. This section presents testing results and analyzes the performance of the proposed algorithm under different heavily loaded network conditions. It is assumed that Rack 3 generates traffic towards Rack 2 to heavily load the link between Switch2 and ToR2. We name this traffic elephant flow traffic (e.g., video flows), however it can also represent the aggregated traffic load from Rack 3 towards Rack 2. To see if the mice flow distribution impacts the elephant flow traffic, Rack 1 generates mice flow traffic towards Rack 2 over three possible paths. It is assumed that the mean mouse flow duration is less than 2s, the inter-arrival time is between 400ms and 40us with all the mice flows pointing to the same destination ToR. The mice flow size is considered to be < 100KB and the number of active mice flows at any given moment is between 1500 and 2000. These values were selected based on the motivation presented in Section II and based on the limitations of the experimental prototype, previously introduced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Elephant Flow Rate [Mbps]</th>
<th>Aggregate Mice Flow Rate [Mbps]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four scenarios are considered, as listed in Table I. Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 consider the elephant flow traffic as 83% of the maximum link capacity. Because between Rack 3 and Rack 2 the traffic is assumed to be routed in a single-path manner, the maximum achievable rate is around 180Mbps, as previously discussed. Consequently, the elephant flow traffic rate is 150Mbps. The mice flow traffic is generated such that an average rate of 75Mbps for Scenario 1 and 100Mbps for Scenario 2 of the aggregated mice traffic is maintained. As between Rack 1 and Rack 2 there are three available paths considered, the maximum achievable rate is 110Mbps, as discussed in the experimental prototype limitations section. In Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 the elephant flow traffic is increased to 94% of the link capacity, reaching 170Mbps.

D. Results and Discussions

1) Reducing the Number of TCAM Entries:
In general the OpenFlow-based switch needs to maintain a rule in the forwarding table for each incoming flow. However doing this is very expensive as switch’s memory is a scarce resource. The main idea behind OFLoad is to make use of the OpenFlow group option to reduce the number of Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) entries in the OpenFlow switch. As the many-to-one traffic pattern is very common in datacenters for applications like MapReduce and web search, we propose to group the mice flows pointing to the same destination ToR. For example, assuming around 2000 active mice flows at a ToR switch pointing to the same destination ToR, the controller will group the mice flows based on the same destination ToR and will install a single rule
matching the destination, instead of having a rule for each flow (e.g., 2000 rules in the TCAM entries). Moreover, by pointing to the group table, whenever changes in traffic distribution occur, a single explicit group message can update a set of flow entries avoiding sending an explicit message for each flow. In the experimental prototype as illustrated in Figure 5, the OpenFlow SoftSwitches makes use of the OpenFlow group option when routing the aggregated mice traffic from Rack 1 to Rack 2. For example, ToR1 has a group which points to three available paths of different weights, and Switch1 has a group which points to two available weighted paths. Without using the OpenFlow group option as we propose, the OpenFlow switch would have to install a rule for each incoming flow which may lead to an overload of the flow tables in the switches.

2) Load-Balancing and Multipath Routing:
To validate the benefits of the proposed OFLoad in terms of load-balancing, we compared its performance against that of ECMP, which is widely used in the commodity switches, and MiceTrap, another weighted routing algorithm in the four considered scenarios. In case of ECMP, the traffic is distributed equally on the multiple paths, so the weights are equal. In case of MiceTrap, the weights are computed using a simple additive function, as introduced in [31]. For both MiceTrap and OFLoad the weights are computed based on link utilization, and thus their computation depends on the already existing traffic in the network. This means that there will be two sets of weights, one set for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, where the elephant flow rate is 150Mbps and another set for Scenario 3 and Scenario 4, where the elephant flow rate is 170Mbps. The two sets of path weight values are listed in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Scenario 1-2</th>
<th>Scenario 3-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiceTrap</td>
<td>OFLoad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 1.1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 1.2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 2</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 3</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.673</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for Scenario 1 are presented in Figure 6. In this scenario the average elephant flow rate is 150Mbps and the average aggregate mice flow is 75Mbps. In this situation the elephant flow is not impacted by the aggregate mice traffic. However looking at the traffic distribution among paths, we can see that in comparison with ECMP and MiceTrap, OFLoad, the new proposed algorithm, penalizes the loaded paths (Path 1.1 and Path 2) more heavily by giving them a poor weight. This results in less traffic transferred on the loaded paths and more on the unloaded paths, such as Path 3 and Path1.2, eventually increasing the overall transport performance.

In Scenario 2 we increase the aggregated mice traffic to 100Mbps. The results of this scenario are illustrated in Figure 7. It can be seen that in case of ECMP the increase in the aggregated mice traffic impacts the elephant flow traffic rate, which experiences a 6% decrease. Both MiceTrap and OFLoad achieve good traffic distribution among the paths and do not affect the elephant flow traffic.

Figure 8 illustrates the results for Scenario 3. In this scenario the elephant traffic is increased to 170Mbps such that the link between Switch2 and ToR2 became heavily loaded (up to 94% of the link capacity). The aggregated mice flow rate is kept at 75Mbps. As it can be seen, the elephant flow rate presents a decrease of 14% when using ECMP, and a 8% decrease when using MiceTrap. However when using OFLoad, the elephant flow rate is not affected at all by the aggregated mice flow traffic. This is because OFLoad is using a multiplicative function when computing the path weights and the heavily loaded paths are penalized more than when using a simple additive function, as in case of MiceTrap. This results in much less traffic routed through the loaded paths and the consequent OFLoad improvement in transport performance.

In Scenario 4, we maintain the 170Mbps rate for the elephant flow, and we increase the aggregated mice flow rate to 100Mbps, to study the behavior of the mechanism in heavily loaded conditions. It can be seen how the elephant flow rate goes down by 17% when ECMP is employed, and by 12% when using MiceTrap. However in case of OFLoad, which is based on a multiplicative weighted routing algorithm, the elephant flow rate is not impacted by the extra traffic. Most of the traffic is distributed on the unloaded paths such as Path 3 and Path 1.2 and this contribute decisively to the evident OFLoad usage benefit.
E. Conceptual Comparison to Other Solutions

This section provides a conceptual comparison of the proposed OFLoad solution to other solutions from the literature introduced previously. Table III provides a summary of the existing solutions highlighting their main findings.

Looking at the OpenFlow-based flow management solutions for datacenter networks, such as DevoFlow [16], [17], Hedera [18] and Mahout [19], they all propose a method to differentiate between mice and elephant flows. However, the proposed traffic management/flow-scheduling schemes cope with elephant flows only while the mice flows have not been taken into account as much. The controller should have a global traffic view to make efficient routing decisions. For example, Hedera uses ECMP for short-lived flows and the OpenFlow controller handles the elephant flows (> 100MB) only. The authors in [28] showed that Hedera performs comparable to ECMP for a traffic matrix in which most of the contending traffic is carried by flows with less than 100MB of data. Hercules [20] assumes that mice flows do not affect the throughput of the elephant flows because they are typically small and evenly distributed over all links. However, this cannot guarantee good load balancing as the mice flows could be spread among links that might be already loaded. This could lead to waste of bandwidth, unbalanced link utilization, and hot-spot links, critical degradation of the application performance, and latency.

The proposed OFLoad in turn, groups the mice flows and routes them as an aggregate using a weighted multi-path routing algorithm in order to overcome the limitations of ECMP and achieve load balancing.

Moreover, ECMP, Hedera, DevoFlow, Mahout, etc. rely on static flow-level traffic splitting by selecting a path for a flow based on the current network conditions. However, as the network conditions change over time, the statically-selected path may not be optimal anymore.

Compared to OFLoad, other load balancing solutions like LABERIO [24], FlowBender [25], Presto [26], Niagara [27], or Expeditus [30] either do not look into differentiating between the mice and elephant flows or they try to move the load balancing functionality at the network edge limiting the global view of the controller. Breaking the flows into sub-flows is another option adopted by some of the solutions. However, this could actually lead to instability, low throughput, and out-of-order packet delivery.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper argues and demonstrates that in case of many-to-one datacenter traffic patterns, a large number of mice flows which are very common in case of MapReduce or web search applications, have the potential to negatively impact the elephant flow traffic throughput. It is known that the traffic throughput for elephant flows is critical to ensure the good performance of the overall applications as more than 80% of the cumulative traffic volume within the datacenter is carried by the elephant flows. Consequently, the mice flows need not be ignored, as their aggregate effect is sufficient to degrade other applications’ performance. This paper proposed OFLoad, a novel OpenFlow-based two-stage design framework for data center networks. OFLoad makes use of the OpenFlow group option to aggregate the mice flows based on the destination rack. The aggregated mice flow is then routed using a new proposed multiplicative weighted multi-path routing algorithm which achieves good load-balancing.

We built an experimental prototype to investigate the benefits of using OpenFlow-based grouping option and to analyze the performance of OFLoad when compared to ECMP routing and MiceTrap, in terms of load-balancing. Their performance was analyzed under various traffic load network conditions scenarios. The results show that in heavily loaded network conditions, for example Scenario 4, employing ECMP could lead to 17% decrease in the elephant traffic throughput. Although MiceTrap has a 30% increase in elephant traffic throughput when compared to ECMP, by using OFLoad the elephant flow traffic throughput is not impacted at all. This is because of the routing algorithm employed by OFLoad in which an innovative multiplicative function is used to penalize heavily the loaded paths, by giving them poor value weights. This results in less traffic sent on the loaded paths and favorizing the unloaded paths.

Furthermore, unlike the basic behavior of the OpenFlow switch requiring to install a rule for each incoming flow and may lead to an overload of the forwarding tables in the switches, OFLoad makes use of the OpenFlow group option to
aggregate the mice flows, thus reducing the forwarding table size significantly.

As Software Defined Networks are still maturing there are many questions left to be answered. For example, the choice between an overlay SDN solution vs. an underlay SDN solution might worth investigating. With the overlay SDN the traffic is tunnelled over the existing physical network without any visibility into the paths the flows are taking. Whereas, underlay SDN makes use of global information knowledge to directly manipulate the network components and route the traffic flows on specific paths. However, selecting between overlay or underlay SDN is not trivial as it has implications in terms of complexity, monitoring, troubleshooting, security, performance management, SLA compliance, etc. As the research community would benefit from such a study, it is included in our future works.
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**TABLE III. CONCEPTUAL COMPARISON WITH EXISTING APPROACHES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DevoFlow</td>
<td>OpenFlow-based flow management solution for datacenter networks</td>
<td>three-level Clos and two-dimensional HyperX topologies</td>
<td>MapReduce job (shuffle phase) and Microsoft Research measurements of a 1500-server cluster synthetic workloads: stride, staggered probability, random, random injection shuffle</td>
<td>Differentiates between mice and elephant flows by using a threshold at the edge switch for the transferred bytes. The DevoFlow controller maintains visibility of the elephant flows only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedera</td>
<td>OpenFlow-based flow management solution for datacenter networks</td>
<td>fat-tree network topology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahout</td>
<td>OpenFlow-based flow management solution for datacenter networks</td>
<td>three-level Clos topology</td>
<td>MapReduce job (shuffle phase)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hercules</td>
<td>OpenFlow-based load balancing scheme</td>
<td>two-level fat-tree network topology</td>
<td>synthetic traffic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABERIO</td>
<td>OpenFlow-based load balancing scheme</td>
<td>fully populated fat-tree network topology</td>
<td>uniform, semi-uniform, hot spot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlowBender</td>
<td>distributed end-host driven load balancing scheme</td>
<td>fat-tree network topology</td>
<td>all-to-all, storage-type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presto</td>
<td>software-based edge driven load balancing</td>
<td>Clos network topology</td>
<td>synthetic workload: shuffle, stride(8), random, random injection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara</td>
<td>SDN-based traffic splitting solution</td>
<td>basic campus network and symmetric and asymmetric datacenter topologies</td>
<td>synthetic VIP traffic and real datacenter traces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expeditus</td>
<td>distributed congestion-aware load balancing protocol</td>
<td>three-level Clos topology</td>
<td>web search and data mining workloads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFLoad</td>
<td>OpenFlow-based load balancing mechanism</td>
<td>clique topology</td>
<td>many-to-one workload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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